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So… what the heck is Sleep Blaster?
Sleep Blaster… It’s the default alarm clock application, essentially.
No, genius. It has an extra functionality which makes it awesome.
It’s a location-based alarm clock. Users define the location of where they want to wake up.
But what if there are applications like that already out there… And these guys are just copying them for easy money?
What if I told you… there are lots of problems with those applications?
They utilize point-based location, which is unreliable. Also doesn’t help that they constantly call on GPS, which is a huge battery drain.
Sleep Blaster is developed such that users can actually draw the boundaries such that, once crossed, the alarm goes off.
I still don’t understand…
Isn’t that basically the same thing?
QuickTime™ and a decompressor are needed to see this picture.
Am I the only one here who has questions?

Nope. Ask away!